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 Releasing of Moot Problem and Brochure: 12th Jan, 2024 
 Online Registration: 15th Jan, 2024 
 Submission of Memorials (Soft Copy): 19th Feb, 2024 
 Date of Competition: 22nd, 23rd & 24th Feb, 2024 (Online) 
 Valedictory Function: 24 Feb, 2024 (Offline) 

Note 

 Each team has to submit a duly filled authority letter (along with the registration 
form) signed by the head/ dean/ Principal of their college/ University/ Institution ( 
Specimen attached at the end) 

 Valedictory session will be graced by Prestigious Judicial officer. The winning team 
(Strictly for members of the team) will be given one side fare (railway ticket, A.C 
coach, 2nd tier as per the norms) & accommodation (if required) to attend the 
valedictory cum prize distribution ceremony personally. 

SARASWATI INSTITUTE OF LAW, PALWAL 

The establishment of Law College was the dream of our founding father Late Sh. Lakhan Pal 
Mangla (Sr. Advocate) to make students legally vibrant. The vision and commitment came 
true in 2017 with the remarkable efforts of Hon’ble Chairman Sh. Atul Mangla, Additional 
Advocate General, Haryana. 

The foundation stone of SIL was laid down by Bhramrishi Sh. Guru Gurvanand Swami Ji in 
the gracious presence of Hon’ble Mrs. Justice Daya Chaudhary, Punjab & Haryana High 
Court, and Hon’ble Mr. Justice N.K. Sanghi, Punjab & Haryana High Court on dated 8th Feb, 
2014. 

In the golden words of Hon’ble Mr. Justice A.K. Sikri, Judge, Supreme Court of India, 
New Delhi, 

“The illiterate of the 21st century will not be those who cannot read & write, but those who 
cannot learn, unlearn, and relearn”. 

During his convocation address at Saraswati Mahila Mahavidyalaya, Palwal on dated 14th 
April, 2015, he wished for a Law College in Palwal. He encouraged and appreciated our 
efforts towards nation-building via imparting legal education and ethics. 

Saraswati Institute of Law has been working under the aegis of Saraswati Shishu Mandir 
Prabhand Samiti since 2017. We have 3 schools and a women's degree post-graduate college 
i.e Saraswati Mahila Mahavidyalaya wherein around 3000 girl students are getting education 
in Science, Arts, Commerce, Computer.  We also have several other Courses such as B.voc 
(IT) & Marketing Management at PG and UG level with M.A ( English & Pol. Science), 
M.sc ( Physics), M. Vocational & M.Com. 

We are honored with the gracious presence of various dignitaries like High Court Judge, Sh. 
Rameswar Jain, Chief Minister (Haryana) Sh. Manohar Lal Khatter, Governor (Haryana) 
Sh. Kaptan Singh Solonki, Education Minister Sh. Ram Bilash Sharma, Education 
Commissioners Sh. S.S Prasad, then Vice-Chancellors (M.D University, Rohtak) & 
distinguished bureaucrats to bless with their words of encouragement for our students. 

Schedule for the Competition 
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About the Moot Court Competition 

Saraswati Institute of Law (SIL) is the first law college in district Palwal                 affiliated with State 
Govt. University. It is affiliated to M.D. University Rohtak, Haryana and approved by Bar 
Council of India. Three law courses are being run i.e. B.A.LL.B. (FYIC), LL.B. (3 years) and 
LL.M. (2 years). 

In its pursuit of excellence, our institution aims at not only professionalism but ethical values 
and social responsibilities also. Thereby the pedagogy is designed to transcend the boundaries 
of academics parallel to the changing corporate and social requirements. Our commitment to 
strengthening the academic foundation of our students is supported by modern facilities with 
safe and comfortable accommodations. 

Our vision is to create an empowered society by nurturing a  highly committed and 
accomplished legal education system. 

Our Mission is to strengthen the students by developing high intellect, moral dignity, and 
positive energy to create social welfare and justice through their knowledge of law. 

We share the values of high-quality teaching within an environment of internationally 
competitive research. SIL seeks to provide a creative and supportive environment in which 
ideas are generated and flourished. We believe that the essence is to create, integrate and 
disseminate a better understanding of the world around us through knowledge. Here we are 
committed to achieving excellence in research, and ensuring that our research contributes to 
the well-being of the society. 

SIL focuses on education and research in the legal discipline and sharing the knowledge 
gained with the state, nation, and the world. The faculty works with students to develop their 
academic skills, both in general and in the context of specific courses or assignments. For the 
pragmatic approach, workshops are organized and court visits throughout the year for 
students to learn from one another; from the latest pedagogical innovation, through 
discussions, lectures, and individual consultations with the subject and Legal experts in our 
culture. SIL is committed to create the best learning atmosphere and it provides the right 
equipments and facilities to help its students achieve their potential during their studies. Our 
students learn in a variety of ways i.e. case study method, role-plays, simulations, peer 
consultation, etc. Well-planned student support systems help the overall development of 
students through academic, sports, recreational, and professional activities. College of 
Management, Pharmacy & Nursing are the milestones yet to be achieved. 

Keeping this view, we are organizing a series of national moot court competitions in the 
loving memory of our founding father Late Sh. Lakhan Pal Mangla (LPM), Senior 
Advocate. Our 1st National Moot Court competition was a glorious event chaired by 
Hon’ble Justice Mr. Pankaj Jain, Punjab & Haryana High Court. Now 2nd National moot 
court competition will add another colour and experience to all. 

 

 

SIL College endeavors to develop the legal acumen and research skills of students and 
provide t h e m  w i t h  a platform to explore emerging issues of law. SIL takes immense 
pleasure in announcing the Late Sh. Lakhan Pal Mangla Memorial, 2nd  National Moot 
Competition 2024 (Hybrid) on 22,23& 24 Feb. 2024. 
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TEAM COMPOSITION 

DRESS CODE 

 

ROUNDS OF THE COMPETITION 

The competition will have the following rounds: 

a) Preliminary Rounds 

b) Quarter Final Rounds 

c) Semi /Final Round 

d) Valedictory Cum Award Distribution 
 

LANGUAGE 

The language of the competition will be English. 

ELIGIBILITY 

a. Students pursuing 3 years/ 5 years LL.B. degree courses are eligible to participate 
in this competition. 

b. Max. Two teams can participate from one institution/university/college. 
 

 

Each team of the competition shall consist of 

a. Three (3) members i.e. Two (2) speakers and one (1) researcher only. 

b. All the three members of the team should belong to the same institution. No cross 
teams i.e. members of different universities/ colleges shall be allowed. 

c. Each team should identify their speakers and researcher at the time of registration 
only. The researcher may be permitted to argue as speaker only in case of illness or 
any unforeseen event with any of the mooter. But a written and prior permission of 
the Moot Court Convener in such case shall be mandatory. 

d. In no situation (whatsoever) a team consisting of more than 3 members shall be 
allowed to participate. No observer/ additional member can be part of a team in any 
capacity. 

e. There shall be no substitution of any team member after a team has submitted its 
Registration Form, except with the permission of the Organizers. 
 

 
         The participants shall adhere to the following dress code while presenting in any 
courtroom during the Competition. 

Girls: White Shirt, Black Trousers and Black Tie along with Black Blazer and Black 
Shoes or White Suit and Black Duppatta along with Black Blazer. 

Boys: White Shirt and Black Trousers along with Black Tie, Black Blazer and Black 
Shoes 
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PARTICIPATION & REGISTRATION 

 

Note: The participating teams shall also adhere to the above- mentioned dress code while 
attending the inaugural and valedictory ceremonies of the Competition. 

 

 

 In order to confirm participation, teams of every Institution should register 
themselves. Registration fee for every team is Rs. 1100/- INR (Not Refundable) 

 The duly filled online Video Call online Platform Form for Registration with all team 
details and NEFT must be submitted to the organizing committee on or before 15 Feb. 
2024. 

 No change in the names of the participants shall be permitted after the receipt of the 
Registration Form, except at the sole discretion of the Organizers. 

 All teams shall be given a ‘‘Team Code’’ by the Organizers on validation of their 
Online Platform Form for Registration and NEFT/ UPI Confirmation. 

 The teams shall use their designated “Team Code” for all correspondence (further to 
registration) with the Organizers. 

 The same team code must be used by the teams during the submission of Memorials 
and during all the Rounds of the Competition. 

 The Teams have to register via this link: 
 

Link:- 
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSc51bMmBazDiO9Mz8ddnVsML3fFUWF4nLmO
1fdeLw7UVU84_A/viewform?vc=0&c=0&w=1&flr=0 

 

BANK DETAILS FOR REGISTRATION FEE: 
 
Bank Name- State Bank of India 
Account No-36708952257  
IFSC Code –SBIN0003069 
Google Pay/ Phone Pay-9991908978 

 
 

MEMORIAL 

The following requirements for memorial must be strictly followed by the participants: 

A. All memorials submitted for the purposes of the Competition shall strictly adhere to 
the rules of the Competition. Each Team participating in the Competition must 
prepare one Memorial on behalf of Petitioner(s)/ Appellant(s) and one on behalf of 
the Respondent(s). Further each team has to submit only soft copies of the Memorials 
from each side (follow time line). 

B. Appellant/ Petitioner memorials are required to have front Blue cover and 
Respondent memorials are required to have front Red cover. The memorials shall not 
contain any form of identification apart from the team code. Team code shall be 
shared via email after filling and confirming of registration form. If any such 
identification, mark or symbol etc. which has the effect of identifying the team is 
found on the memorial, then it shall result in instant disqualification. A penalty of 1 
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mark shall be levied in case the memorial is submitted in any other format or  

as a multiple file by the team. Once copy submitted shall be final and locked. Only 
this copy shall be used for presentation before judges. No contention as to this shall 
be entertained later. 

C. While sending the softcopy of the memorials in PDF format, please name the file 
pertaining to the Respondent as R accompanied by the team code and name the 
file pertaining to the Petitioner as P accompanied by the team code. For example, 
Respondent of team 06 should name the PDF file as R06. 

D. Teams are strictly prohibited to copy content, case law, report or any research of any 
other team in any way at any stage of competition. If such complaint is received and 
found genuine, the defaulting team shall be disqualified immediately. 

E. Each Team must send a soft copy of their memorials, in PDF format only, for 
evaluation by 17th Feb, 2024 with the subject “Submission of Memorials for Sh. 
Lakhan Pal Mangla Memorial, 2nd National Moot Court Competition 2024” at 
saraswatilawmootcourt@gmail.com. Any sort of delay shall incur disqualification 
from competition. 

GUIDELINES FOR FORMATTING 

1. STRUCTURE OF MEMORIAL 

a. Cover Page, 

b. Table of Contents, 

c. Index of Authorities, 

d. Statement of Jurisdiction, 

e. Statement of Facts (Argumentative statement of facts would attract penalties), 
f. Issues raised, 

g. Questions of Law/ Summary of Arguments, 

h. Arguments Advanced, 

i. Prayer 

j. Appendix (Optional), 

k. Exhibits (Optional). 

Non-compliance with above non optional criteria shall result in penalty of two marks for each 
missing section. 

2. TEAM CODE: The team code must be ascribed on the top right corner of the cover 
page. 

3. CONTENT SPECIFICATIONS: The following content specifications must be strictly 
adhered to: 

a. Font and Size (General) - Times New Roman, 12 pts. 

b. Line Spacing (General) - 1.5 lines 

c. Font and Size (Footnotes) - Times New Roman, 10 pts. 

d. Line Spacing (Footnotes) - Single line 

e. Page Margins - 1 inch on all sides 

f. The citation should comply with the 20th edition of Bluebook. 
Speaking footnotes or Endnotes are not allowed. 
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4. MARKING CRITERIA OF MEMORIALS: The maximum scores for both the 
memorials  shall be 100 marks: The memorials shall be evaluated on the following criteria: 

 

a. Knowledge of Law and Facts: 30 Marks; 

b. Proper and Articulate Analysis: 30 Marks; 

c. Extent and Use of Research: 20 Marks; 

d. Clarity and Organization: 10 Marks: 

e. Grammar and Style: 10 Marks 

 

DRAW OF LOTS 

The Draw of Lots method will decide, which team will argue first. It will also decide which 
team will be contesting against whom (There will be no pre-decided fixtures). It shall be 
informed during the opening ceremony along with a Minute-to-minute schedule via an 
Online Platform on 21st Feb, 2024. 

A. PRELIMINARY ROUNDS 
a. Each team will get a total of 20 minutes to present their case. 
b. Each speaker should speak for a minimum of 8 minutes. 
c. The time stated above includes the time required for rebuttal and sub-rebuttal. However, 
 the maximum time taken for rebuttal and sub-rebuttal shall be not more than 5 minutes. 
Each team shall present one side in this round. The team will represent Petitioner's side or 
 the Respondent' side, in the sequence determined under Draw of Lots. The top 8 team 
 based on their Total Preliminary Score in the Preliminary Round shall qualify for the 
 Quarter-Final Rounds. Total Preliminary score does not include the memorial score. 

 
B. QUARTER FINAL ROUNDS 
 
a. Each team will get a total of 20 minutes to present their case. 
b. Each speaker should speak for a minimum of 8 minutes. 
c. The time stated above includes the time required for rebuttal and sub-rebuttal. However,  
the maximum time taken for rebuttal and sub-rebuttal shall be not more than 5 minutes. 
d. The top 4 teams from the quarter-final round shall proceed to the semifinals or final round 
(Depending upon the number of Registration). This will be a knockout round; hence winners 
will be decided based on the courtroom win. The Draw of Lots will also decide which team 
you will be competing against (There will be no pre-decided fixtures). 

 

C. SEMI FINAL ROUNDS AND FINAL ROUND 
a. Each team will get a total of 30 minutes to present their case. 
b. One speaker shall not use more than 15 minutes of the total time. 
c. The time stated above includes the time required for rebuttal and sub-rebuttal. However, 
 the maximum time taken for rebuttal and sub-rebuttal shall be not more than 5 minutes. 
Note: The number of teams that would qualify for t h e  next round could be changed depending 
upon number of teams registered. 
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D. MARKING CRITERIA 
Maximum scores for the oral rounds shall be 100 points per speaker, and which shall be judged 
on the following criteria: 
a. Knowledge of Law: 20 Points 
b. Application of Law to Facts: 20Points 
c. Response to questions &Articulation: 20 Points. 
d. Poise, Courtesy and Demeanor: 20 Points; 
e. Time Management: 10 Points; 
f. Organization: 10 Points 

 

E. General Online Rules: 
1. The oral rounds shall be conducted online on a live video conferencing platform. The 
 details of the platform shall be shared to the teams via mail. 
2. An Invitation link of the meeting shall be sent to participants on their respective email 
 IDs submitted by them in Registration Form. 
3. The Participants are expected to be seated in a quiet space free from any echo and isolated 
 from any form of disturbances. 
4. The Participants must make sure that the Background is plain and sober which does not 
 disturb the judges. Preference will be given to a White background. The participant 
 should be visible in Portrait Mode / Vertical Manner. 
5. The participants should only use their team code as their username while joining the 
 meeting room. 
6. All participants should be online at least ten (10) minutes prior to the commencement of 
 their round. 
7. Following are the mandatory system requirements to participate in the competition: 

a. Computer/Laptop with a well configured web cam. 
b. A stable Internet Connection 
c. Headphones or Earplugs that have a working microphone. 

8. While in a round, the participants must have their camera on all the time. 
9. The participants should unmute their microphone when it is their turn to present their 
arguments, speak or when asked by the judge or the Organizers to do so. 
10. The participants should not use group text feature of the Organizer’s hosting platform to 
communicate with one another. 
11. No screen sharing is allowed. 
12. The Organizers shall not be responsible for any loss due to slow or non-functional 
Internet Connection during the Competition. 
13. In all cases, the decision of the Organizers shall be final and binding. 
14. The organizers shall have the rights reserved over all the audio, video or submitted 

memorials and compendium and the organizers are free to use or dispose of them off in the 
manner they deem fit. 

 
AWARDS AND CERTIFICATES 

 

a. Winner of the Final Round will be given the “Best Team” certificate, momento and a 
cash prize of Rs. 5100/- INR& one month internship with Lakhan Pal Mangla & Co*. 

b. Runner-up of the Final Round will be given the “1st Runner Up” certificate, momento and 
a cash prize of Rs. 3100/- INR 

c. The team with the highest memorial scores will be given the “Best researcher” certificate, 
memento, and a cash prize of Rs. 2100/- INR 
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d. “Best Mooter” award will be given the certificate, momento and cash prize of Rs. 2100/- 
INR. 

e. In addition to the above, certificates will be issued to all the participants only after the 
valedictory function and no prior request shall be entertained in any case and shall be emailed 
at the address provided in the registration form. 

*About Lakhan Pal Mangla & Co.( LPMC) 
 

Sh. Lakhan Pal Mangla was renowned and senior most civil lawyer in Haryana. He 
incorporated Lakhan Pal Mangla & Co. in 1955 with basic legal matters in district Palwal. 
Soon his untiring efforts stepped the company into Faridabad, Gurugram & Chandigarh 
courts. Issues related to Land acquisition, rent, bank and financial institutions, criminal 
disputes, matrimonial disputes, writ petitions and Special Leave Petition in Supreme Court 
along with land disputes are milestones of our expertise. The company has its expertise in 
drafting legal documents i.e contracts & deeds. LPMC is one of the emerging law firms of 
Delhi NCR. More than 1 Lakh cases have been or are under our pen. We are handling legal 
issues of Indian Railways (land acquisition & Compensation matters) throughout Haryana 
LPMC is the one of the legal authorized consultant of Agra section of National Highway. 
LPMC is at reputed bank penal of HDFC, SBI, Bank of Maharashtra, Canara Bank of 
Palwal, Faridabad & Gurugram District. Sh. Lakhan Pal Mangla was awarded with the 
prestigious award of Jewel of India by International Business Council. He was also honoured 
by Bar Council of Punjab & Haryana. 

Sh. Atul Mangla, is the managing partner of company since 1992. He is the Additional 
Advocate General of Haryana in Supreme Court of India. LPMC has its office in Delhi, 
Chandigarh, Gurugram, Faridabad, Palwal, &. Sh. Atul Mangla has been honoured with Gyan 
Bharti Puruskar for successfully running educational institutions in 2007. 

LPMC is about to launch a new platform Virtual Vakeel for easy, convenient, and hassle-free 
online consultation as well as giving secondary consultation to clients. Through this online 
platform, it would offer renounced and bundle of job opportunity for budding lawyers. 
Virual Vakeel is India’s first online platform which would facilitate online legal consultation. 

FINALITY OF DECISION 
 

The decision of the judges with regard to the outcome of the rounds shall be final. For all 
purposes and in any dispute, the decision of the Convener of the Organizing Committee of 
the Competition shall be final and binding. 

CLARIFICATIONS 

Any clarifications regarding competition and the moot problem may be sought via e-mail 
saraswatilawmootcourt@gmail.com up to 20, Feb. 2024. 

ORGANISING COMMITTEE MEMBERS 

1. Dr. Naresh Sharma 

2. Mr. Gurudutt 

3. Mr. Ram Kumar Bhardwaj 
4. Mr. Navneet Yadav 
5. Mr. Parveen Kumar 
6. Ms. Mamta Devi 
7. Ms. Shikha Rani 
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Disclaimer -This moot proposition, which is entirely fictional, has been formulated solely for the purpose of 
furthering academic exercise for students of law 

TEACHER COORDINATOR 

1. Dr. Monika Gupta-805380884 (Chief Coordinator) 

2. Mr. Ashish Shukla- 8474818147(Coordinator)  
 

Help Desk – 10.00 am to 4.00 pm 

STUDENT COORDINATORS 

1. Namrta - 9992919700 
2. Manpreet- 9729398486 
3. Renuka – 8814950109 
4. Anu   - 7701973219 
5. Kamal- 9518476527 

MOOT PROPOSITION 
 

 
 
Union of Lords is a Sovereign, Secular, Democratic, Socialist and Republic country with federal and 
written Constitution in order to ensure Liberty, Justice, and Equality & Fraternity to its citizens. It had long 
rich & struggled Culture. Around 150 years ago, it was a colony under British rule. People from diverse 
culture, language, religious beliefs and practices united together to over throw the British rule and claimed 
its independence via rigorous struggle. People of Lords are proud over their rich culture & varied heritage. 
Over the years, its culture went throw various fusion of belief of different segments of Hindus, Muslims, 
Jains, Shikhs & other tribal populations. Despite of heterogeneous cultural composition, “Unity in 
diversity” is its strength. Universal adult franchise, uniform secular education, nonviolence, Independence 
of Judiciary and Parliamentary form of Government are the major highlights of its well- furnished 
Constitution. Its constitution ensures “Equality of Law and Equal protection of Law”. The Government 
of Malinga is currently rule by the political party named as “Democratic party” after winning major seats 
in the election. 
 
Union of lords has world’s distinguished bio diverse eco zones like desert, mountains, highlands, tropical 
& temperate forests, swamplands, plains, grass lands, rivers & island archipelago. Western Ghats 
Himalaya & Indo Burma region is hotspots.  
It has 7, 43,534 K.M2 of forest land, 350 species of mammals, 375 reptiles, 130 amphibians, 20,000 
insects, 19000 fish & 1200 species of birds. 
State of Malinga is one of the States in the Union of Loads. Malinga being at the heart of the country and 
situated on the bank of the river Trisa, Blended hub of education, economically prosperous and have plenty 
of job opportunities to its residents. It has 3 Centre Universities and 20 private Universities. 
 
Current Population of state of Malinga is 32,941000. Galiyarpur is a village falls in East- Malinga with a 
population of 40, 873. Size of Galiyarpur is 3.37 Sq. K.M. But Galiyarpur is majorly famous for its 
landfills. It is Asia’s largest waste dump site. Thousands of tons of waste is being dumped every year on 
this site. Galiyarpur landfill was opened in 1984 for landfill by the Government of Malinga for the period 
of 30 years reached its capacity in 2014 and still in existence after reaching the danger mark of norms 
designed as per the Law. 
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But City’s detritus has kept on arriving each day in hundreds of trucks. Malinga’s tallest rubbish mountain 
in Galiyarpur is becoming a danger day by day. Animals are like Vultures, stray dogs and monkeys are 
also became a regular cause of incidents of dog bites and monkey bites for the local poor residents. 
Taking up the area of more than 40 football pitches, Galiyarpur rises by nearly 10 metres a year with no 
end in sight to its foul smell. Around 2000 tonnes of garbage is dumped at Galiyarpur each day. Residents 
of Galiyarpur are facing severe respiratory problem, skin infection with burning eyes. This dump of waste 
is never being checked or inspected by the pollution control boardand as per the newspaper reports people 
are detected with cancer and tumor in recent years due to dumping of substance which might be of 
Radioactive in nature. This dump fumes are also becoming thecause for birth deformities in infants. People 
filed many regular complaints to Municipal Corporation of Malinga and State Pollution Control Board of 
Malinga but no action was taken. 
 
In 2018, A survey was conducted by an NGO for detecting the effect of landfill on the groundwater of 
Galiyarpur area and on the water of Trisa. It has been found that groundwater is heavily contaminated due 
to this landfill which caused the major incident of spread of cholera and typhoid in the area of Galiyarpur 
in which 80 children were lost their lives and 20 adults were died. But the waste mount is still untouched 
and no action was taken by the authorities to clean the place. The condition of river Trisa is also 
deteriorated because of the Kala Nala which is coming from the Gliyarpur area just nearby to this landfill 
and connected to the river which has degraded the Aquatic life of the river and also affecting the 
commercial activities depend on the river products. This Galiyarpur was one of major producer of 
vegetable and grain in Asia but due to increase of water pollution in trisa river the agriculture of the region 
is also get affected. People are facing major problem due this. 
 
The landfill has attained a height of 65meter height with daily dumping of 2500-3000 ton garbage. Landfill 
has covered 29 hectare area of Galiyarpur. 3845.20gg methane releases every year. Inhabitants of 
Galiyarpur are poor rag pickers, beggars, house hold servants and daily wage earners. Poor children play 
over & around landfills, as there is no segregation in their slum and landfills. The ground water is effected 
badly with these landfills. Inhabitants have to resort to Municipal Corporation for potable water van, which 
visits either once a day or sometimes once in 2 to 3 days. It is persistent to mention that Galiyarpur being 
part of NCR, attached with NCR and portraying miserable condition of residents. Secretions of landfills are 
polluting Trisa River & Sanjay Lake too. 
 
Inspite of waste management authority and Pollution Control Board, these vulnerable people are compelled 
to live in garbage at the cost of their life & health. Ruling Party and Centre Government blames each other 
but the sufferers are residents only. 
 
This article is published in leading newspaper of Sate of Malinga. By reading this anguished story of the 
city, the National Green Tribunal of  Malinga took suomoto action and considered this printed article as 
PIL in his court. Prepare your arguments on following issues; 
 

1. Decide the liability of the Government of Malinga for the affects of this landfill. 
2. State the provisions of Law to protect the rights of the people of malinga which are violated due to 

the mismanagement of the Government of Malinga. 
3. Central departments are responsible for the pollution spread through the flow of river trisa and 

cause the pollution in the neighboring areas of the State of Malinga or not. 

Prepare your memorials from both sides on the above facts in issues. 

Note- (i) The Constitution and all other laws of union of Lords should be interpreted in pari 
materia with the Constitution and other laws of India. 

(ii) The judicial precedents of the Supreme Court and High Courts of India have the same 
binding force in Union of Lords as they would have in India. 
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(iii) Position of Malinga in Union of Lords is same as that of NCT Delhi in India. 
 
 
 
Patron 

     Adv. Sh. Atul Mangla, 
Additional Advocate General, Haryana 

Chairman, SIL, Palwal 
 

Principal(off.) 

Dr. Monika Gupta 

 

Speciman 

(On the letter Head) 

To Whom May Concern 

This is to certify that we are permitting / allowing team of following students (specify Name 
& Class) 

1 

2 

3. 

for representing in Late Sh. Lakhan Pal Mangla Memorial, 2nd National Moot Court 
Competition(Online).We certify their eligibility, act and conduct as per the rules of 
competition. 

 
 

Dean/Principal 
(Official Stamp) 


